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Managing Trust
Data protection and compliance for financial services

There’s a law for that...
If it’s becoming something of a cliché that the financial services industry is one of the
world’s most heavily regulated, that’s largely because it’s true. Data retention and
archiving, authentication and authorisation, data loss prevention and privacy regulations
compete with demands for transparency and accountability, while market imperatives
calling for multiple service channels delivered over a broad spread of technologies
add to the pressure. SOX, GLBA, PCI DSS, PI, Know Your Customer, Anti-Money
Laundering, Data Protection Act, EU Data Protection Directive...it seems there’s a law
(and accompanying acronym) to cover everything, regardless of the jurisdiction(s)
you operate in.
In addition to the challenges of a turbulent global economic and regulatory landscape,
financial services institutions are facing an increasingly aggressive business environment
in which new market entrants such as PayPal, supermarket chains, car companies, mobile
and online providers are thriving in new market segments without having to pay the
significant costs or jump the hurdles faced by traditional service providers.

The legacy challenge
The financial services sector has long been characterised by its capacity for turning
technology into competitive edge. A perennial early adopter, the banking sector is widely
cited as the first non-military function in the global economy to embrace everything IT has
to offer, from mainframe computing to the first PCs and productivity software suites.
While this appreciation for technology has certainly driven innovation and growth, it’s not
without its challenges. Multiple systems create levels of complexity that are compounded
by a long history of mergers and acquisitions: By 2007, for example, Citibank was running as
many as 90 different versions of its core system thanks to country adaptations.
Many large organisations are running multiple legacy systems simultaneously, representing
an often-overlooked threat as ‘they’ll be thrown out soon’ or are ‘so old the hackers don’t
know they exist.’ But new technologies have worked to extend the life of some of the older
mainframe systems. The fact that mainframe applications are now being used as a source of
Web services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) means that HTTP, HTML and SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) are helping to expose them in all their glories (and
weaknesses) to the outside world. These days, everything is vulnerable.

Surface to everywhere
Multiple service channels in multiple sectors, moving ever-increasing volumes of data at
ever-increasing values, complexity in the back- room, legacy systems and an always-on
threat landscape: Protecting core networks and the data that travels over them has never
been more important.
Today’s financial services organisations have a finger in every pie, from insurance to
e-commerce, mobile payments, mortgages and day-to-day banking. The need for a single
view of the customer – both from a service and compliance perspective – means that
in-depth, often highly sensitive data is required for a variety of functions, making it
vulnerable to fraud, theft, IP infringement or other forms of data leakage.
Even the smallest vulnerability can expose an organisation to massive downtime, revenue
loss and reputational damage at a time when public perceptions of the financial sector are,
at best, something less than warm. And that’s before you factor in the fines and other
penalties for non-compliance with data protection and other legislation:

• In the UK, the Financial Services Authority (FSA) fined three separate firms within HSBC
Group over £3m in 2008 for failing to adequately protect customers’ confidential data.
During its investigation, the FSA found that large volumes of sensitive data were
routinely sent, unencrypted, to third parties, via postal and courier services.
Despite repeated warnings to clean up its act, HSBC Life’s loss of a CD containing
the unencrypted details of 180,000 policy holders was the final straw for the FSA,
and fines were issued.
• Australia, May 2011: Major banks including Commonwealth Bank and Westpac are forced
to cancel credit cards of over 8000 customers following a data breach at an external
merchant that had been bought by one of the banks.
• USA 2009, Heartland Payment Systems: At the time, the world’s largest recorded data
breach, this saw more than 130 million credit card details stolen and cost the company in
excess of $12m in penalties and payments.
As the UK’s Financial Services Authority puts it, ‘poor controls over customer data present
opportunities for thieves and fraudsters to steal data and commit identity fraud and other
financial crime.’ And despite faster detection rates and no end of guidelines on prevention,
a member of America’s FBI cyber division told a House Financial Services Committee in
September 2011 that it was actively investigating more than 400 cases of corporate bank
account takeovers with losses of around $85m. According to the FBI, the number and
sophistication of attacks has “increased dramatically over the past five years and is
expected to continue to grow.”

Compliance: not optional, definitely global
In most major markets, data security and privacy are now mandated by law, with many
jurisdictions obliging organisations to encrypt sensitive data. In the UK, for example,
the Information Commissioner (ICO) has announced that data losses that occur
“where encryption software has not been used to protect the data” are likely to result in
regulatory action against the offending organisation. The FSA has said it supports the ICO’s
call for devices taken off-site to be encrypted.
In the US, the state of California led the way on what’s become a widespread move towards
obligatory encryption for any organisation that uses and retains personally identifiable
customer data; according to Osterman Research, 44 of the 50 US states have enacted data
breach notification laws. And that’s on the general front: the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(GLBA) requires financial services providers to proactively protect all customer data –
including names, addresses, phone numbers, credit card details, social security numbers
and credit history. Among other things, GLBA gives authority to the broad-ranging
Safeguards Rule, which mandates the use of encryption for sensitive customer data.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC), meanwhile, has the authority to impose an annual
(not to mention costly) 20-year audit on organisations that experience a breach but are
found to have inadequate data protection measures in place.
In the context of the European Union’s Data Protection Directive, many member states
such as Italy and Spain mandate the use of encryption in the transmission of certain types
of sensitive, personal data. All member states require that personal data be protected
using ‘appropriate technical measures...in particular where the processing involves the
transmission over a network..’ regardless of the industry sector involved. Credit ratings
agencies, because of their role in receiving and reporting on information received from
financial institutions, have always come under special attention from the EU data protection
authorities and are generally expected to comply with data protection measures employed
by financial institutions.

Inside-out
While much of the focus on cyber attacks emphasises in-bound threats, this overlooks the
reality that the key ‘in’ for many criminals is human error: Whether it’s executables like
Flash buried in harmless-looking spreadsheets, malware embedded in Word documents or
dodgy Web sites, the weakest link in the IT security chain is the tendency of people to click
without thinking. And that’s before you’ve factored in laptops left in taxis, lost portable
storage devices or unencrypted data sent in the post. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this has given
rise to attacks focused on specific people within the organisation. As Ernst and Young
Information Security expert Jose Grando has put it, “The human being is now the
perimeter, not the systems.”
Clearswift’s Unified Information Security (UIS) approach allows information to flow freely
and securely into and out of organisational networks, allowing staff to use IT assets and
tools in line with evolving security policies, while enabling the full use of online
collaboration/Web 2.0 technologies that have become such a central component of many
financial institutions’ customer interaction strategies. A unified, integrated approach allows
organisations to reduce complexity and administrative burdens without compromising on
security, making compliance a straightforward process and striking a balance between
business continuity requirements and the need to keep pace with a constantly evolving
threat landscape.
Strong UIS brings multi-layered, flexible IT security technologies together in one
easy-to-manage place, allowing you to apply consistent, common policies across both
web and email, giving complete control over the information entering and leaving your
networks. This multi-layered approach involves the use of several technologies,
among them:

Encryption
As email continues to be the communications channel of choice across industry sectors,
encryption as become a critical component of any secure, compliant communications
strategy. Clearswift’s SECURE Email Gateway with integrated encryption technology enables
free communications without the risk of sensitive data loss. Encryption and decryption are
performed automatically and centrally, within flexible policy parameters and without the
need for user interaction, removing the human error element from the data security
equation and minimising the risk of accidental regulatory infringement.
Encryption enables financial services providers of all sizes and functions to deliver the
privacy, authenticity and integrity of communications today’s market and regulatory
environments demand. All encrypted messages are digitally signed and can be validated to
prove compliance, simplifying the archiving process for organisations that are required to
store records for many years and making tracking and auditing easier.
A flexible system is content and context aware, subjecting data to deep analysis
before making the decision to encrypt whether or not the end user selects that option.
The SECURE Email Gateway contains built-in routines allowing organisations to define
automated parameters that trigger encryption based on any of the following elements
of a message:
• The sender or destination of the message
• Message content:
- In the subject
- Message body
- Message attachments
- In message headers
Using defined triggers, messages containing an excessive number of credit card or
social security numbers could be encrypted automatically (or blocked), for example.
Pre-defined or customised dictionaries permit users to create their own set of words and
weightings. Clearswift’s solutions can detect business terms and profanities in 40 different
languages; an extensive collection of managed lists, editable terms and compliance
dictionaries includes:
• Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS)
• Basel II
• Data Protection Act
• Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
• Securities and Equities Commission (SEC)
• Sarbanes-Oxley
• Personally Identifiable Information

For added security, users can force the encryption of any message simply by tagging
messages with key words on the subject line or through the use of client plug-in options.
In addition to industry-standard formats such as S/MIME, PGP, ad hoc password protection
and TLS, Clearswift also offers Portal Based Encryption (PBE), an infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS) option that provides a fully-featured, policy-based solution used with the SECURE
Email Gateway. Hosting centres in the UK, US and Canada ensure that data is processed and
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Using PBE, when a policy engine determines that a message contains information requiring
encryption, it is automatically sent to a secure host where it is encrypted and stored.
A notification message containing a hyperlink to a secure HTTP/S site is then generated
and sent to the recipient, who simply clicks the link and is taken to a secure portal,
where they can read and respond to the content through their browser on a laptop,
desktop or mobile device.

Flexible Policy: Enabling multi-channel communications without the risk
Well-aware that customers want to interact with them in much the same way they
interact with friends and family, financial services providers have moved into the online and
social media spaces with alacrity. Web 2.0 services have become a competitive imperative
for financial services organisations, who need to be able to use these channels with
confidence. The downside of multiple communications channels is, of course, increased
risk. The majority of business leaders who participated in Clearswift’s annual WorkLifeWeb
survey for 2011 said that while they viewed web collaboration services as crucial to their
future success, 87 per cent said security concerns were the main issue holding them back.
Flexible policies mean that financial services organisations don’t have to sacrifice agility,
innovation and collaboration for security. Context is everything when it comes to deciding
what information needs to be blocked or controlled, and when. Flexible policy allows
organisations to implement security strategies that work with, not against, the way they
need to do business: An insurance company might want to block streaming video, for
example, but allow its marketing department to upload informative, customer-oriented
content to YouTube. Or how about a bank that wants to reach out to customers via Twitter
– but prevent inappropriate messages from going public? Traditional stop-and-block solutions
are neither flexible nor intelligent enough to understand the nature of the content being
exchanged and, crucially, how and where it can legitimately be used.
Clearswift’s SECURE Web and Email Gateways allow the IT and HR departments to work
with the business and set flexible parameters within which communications can be securely
used, whether it’s placing limits on the use of webmail in highly sensitive departments,
applying policy-based deep content inspection to block the exchange of confidential data or
flagging potentially dangerous content.

High granularity means that access and authorisation for different usage patterns can be
tailored right down to the individual user level. Similarly, this granularity can be applied to
different data types: Protocols can be put in place that prevent certain categories of data
from being exchanged or copied, for example. Sensitive data may only be shared between
approved users with a pre-recognised need to receive the information; for less sensitive
data, security warnings or reminders can be triggered, requiring users to double-check that
they aren’t inadvertently attaching or copying sensitive data or sending it to the wrong
place accidentally.

The Tweet contained a product name and was stopped

Flexible policy extends beyond simple URL filtering, allowing organisations the freedom
to enable productive use of web applications and social media without exposing the
organisation to data loss, intellectual property theft or malware attacks. Real-time
scanning blocks malware that can be hidden in Flash or Javascript applications on
otherwise acceptable sites, preventing careless clicks from becoming a back door for
attacks. Further protection comes in the form of scanning within URLs to detect sites
using obfuscation techniques to hide the malware, phishing or spear-phishing attacks that
are widely used in attempts dupe financial services institutions and their customers into
parting with sensitive information.

Deep content inspection
Most of the successful high profile attacks of recent years have been delivered via targeted
emails carrying malware hidden deep within innocuous-looking attachments or seemingly
legitimate URLs. The now infamous attack on RSA in March 2011 is, for example, now known
to have been delivered via an infected Flash file embedded in an Excel spreadsheet entitled
‘2011 Recruitment Plan.’ Although only sent to four employees, the one individual who did
open the file retrieved it from their junk mail folder.
It’s all too easy for these things to happen. Presentations carrying spyware payloads,
zip files within zip files concealing viruses or other malware or business-sensitive data being
covertly siphoned out of the company by an untrustworthy employee...These are all things
that can be identified by deep content inspection technology before being dealt with
appropriately by the Unified Information Security environment.

Deep content inspection detects sensitive content and applies policy accordingly.

Clearswift uses a process called recursive disassembly to examine complex data formats
and analyse content for potential threats. The Gateways use true binary-file type
identification with full recursive decomposition analysis to ensure that nothing untoward
can be hidden within files.
The data decomposition is highly granular, allowing documents such as Microsoft Office,
archiving, streaming media and hundreds of other common file types to be analysed by
source, type and bandwidth consumption. Documents can be deconstructed into their
individual parts, meaning that finding keywords like ‘Confidential’ in the footer of a
document is more important than finding it in the main body. Similarly, Clearswift’s
content inspection engines will detect executables embedded within documents or other
file formats, preventing users from unwittingly unleashing malware onto organisational
networks. Deep content inspection can facilitate a quality security environment that
enables financial services organisations to ensure compliance with data security regulations.

Keyword search finds insider risk
Keyword search is a very powerful mechanism capable of detecting information leakage,
abuse or insider trading activity. Using single and complex expressions, regular expressions
and operators, users can look for these and block accordingly. Powerful expression lists
allow users to build up search patterns for detecting content leaks. The regular expression
engine combined by Boolean and positional operators allows constructs such as:
- Reference Number FOLLOWEDBY =1 Part Number
- Credit Card Numbers NEAR expiry dates
- Emloyee ID AND postal code
Users can easily define the security policy that will be applied to the data, choosing to
execute specific security rules for the sender and recipient, all based on the extracted
data. Unrecognised file types can be blocked by default, quarantined and/or deleted.
Further granularity allows the policy management engine to configure rules and thresholds
by department, location, user group, sender, recipient, file type, file size, time of day or
individual user. Once set, the content-aware policies will automatically invoke the
prescribed response to any threat or potential breach, including block/delete/quarantine,
while alerting relevant managers and generating tailored reports.

Inbound threat and bi-directional scanning
Bi-directional scanning ensures that organisations exercise equal control over the data
entering and leaving their networks. Clearswift’s solutions use leading anti-virus, antispyware and anti-spam technologies that work alongside its powerful content inspection
engines to prevent suspicious content and spyware from gaining traction on the network.
Zero hour anti-malware filters offer early detection, allowing for proactive defence against
new, undiscovered malware based on ‘honey pot’ activity. The anti-virus software is
updated every 15 minutes.
Spam is detected and dealt with on a 99.6 per cent accuracy basis; the global reputation
network is able to detect and reject 80-90 per cent of all spam traffic before it reaches the
gateway, saving time, bandwidth and administration costs. Clearswift’s TRUSTManager
technology contains over 50 million IP addresses and has a dynamic feedback mechanism
that constantly monitors behaviour and adjusts settings accordingly.

Anti-spoofing controls mean that only mail servers can use the organisation’s email domain,
protecting the business from fraudulent activity by criminals seeking to dupe users into
revealing sensitive account information by sending fake messages purporting to come from
their bank, credit card issuer or other financial service provider. For further security,
sender policy framework controls (SPF) help prevent phishing attacks by allowing senders to
publish the server they used to send out mail, which recipients can check against and
validate before opening any attachments or clicking on links.

An evolving threat landscape
As the UK’s Financial Services Authority has said, fraud is more than just a financial crime
issue for organisations, it also has a reputational one for the industry as a whole. A survey
conducted by Newspoll in November 2011 found that 85 per cent of customers globally
would take their business elsewhere if a bank or any other service provider lost their
personal information or was hacked; 47 per cent said they would take legal action and 64
per cent would publicise the incident on social networks such as Facebook and Twitter.
If ordinary consumers have indicated a low tolerance for inadequate protection,
government, federal and professional authorities are backing them to the hilt with
legislation, recommendations and other compliance-motivated initiatives that increasingly
have a lot more stick than carrot to them. In the UK, for example, the ICO’s powers have
been extended to allow it to impose hefty fines on organisations that suffer breaches but
are deemed to have had inadequate protection in place. Pleading ignorance will no longer
do: As many authorities globally have demonstrated, organisations that outsource any of
their functions are required to ensure that these third parties are also compliant. In an
increasingly globalised market, this means that financial services organisations have no
option but to take a belt and braces approach to data security if they are to continue to
explore opportunities in multiple jurisdictions.
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Strong web and email security plays a vital role in ensuring that financial service providers
are able to find the right balance between compliance and security on the one hand and
innovation and growth on the other. Clearswift’s SECURE Web and Email technology allows
organisations the flexibility to exploit evolving communications channels and tools without
having to compromise on data security and compliance.

